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Why inteos® NETWORKER? | Overview
Available modules

Articles

Machine room

Orders

Statistics

Setup

Yarn

Operator

The inteos® NETWORKER is our fully integrated
solution for production planning, monitoring and
process management in the knitting department.
The package meets all the requirements of
modern production environments and consists of
two main components: The inteos® NETWORKER

machine panel covers the hardware side of things.
With minimal effort, the touch-enabled control
panel can be connected to circular knitting from a
wide range of manufacturers.
The machine panel registers all relevant machine
data and sends it to the inteos® NETWORKER software solution via WIFI.
The inteos® NETWORKER software solution collects, stores, and manages the machine data sent
by the machine panel. It displays the real-time status of all machines, offers a wide array of statistical views, and handles yarns, styles, and orders to
facilitate production management.
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Our well-known inteos® platform and its high usability guarantee a seamless user experience handling this rich amount of data.
FUNCTIONALIT Y
All relevant information on the knitting factory's
operations is displayed, for example:
--Status of the machines (RUN, STOP, ERROR,
OFFLINE), machine speed, revolution counter, yarn
consumption and current style/order/operator
assigned to the machine
--The tab “statistics” displays information on the
production history of each machine.

--The tab “Log” gives a complete overview of all
event logs
--The tab “Details” shows the machine's current LFA
setting, takedown time, speed, and other relevant
data

COMPONENTS
inteos® NETWORKER machine panel
All machines integrated into our solution are
equipped with our NETWORKER machine panel.
Each unit has its own IP address to receive and
transmit information. All information provided
by the machine is gathered via the NETWORKER
machine panel. From there, the data is passed on
to the dedicated server running the NETWORKER
software solution.

inteos® NETWORKER software solution
The NETWORKER software solution is installed
on a dedicated server. All machine data transmitted by the NETWORKER machine panel is stored
in a Microsoft SQL data base.
The software gives an overview of the current
situation in the knitting room as well as on order
progress, machine efficiency, available machines, machine down-times and other pertinent
information.
inteos® ReportManager

Planning | Scheduling
--Production planning can easily be carried out with
flexibility using “drag & drop“ functionality.
--In determining the planned completion dates, all
relevant parameters are considered – e. g. style,
speed, efficiency, shift calendar etc.
--Compatibility checks ensures the selection of the
most appropriate machine for each job.
--The integrated alarm server monitors the compliance with the projected completion date in all
production areas.

--The inteos® ReportManager makes it possible to
generate a wide variety of reports and statistic in a
flexible and user-friendly manner.

Connection box
The connection box is installed between knitting
machine and the NETWORKER machine panel.

--Label creation is easier than ever before. Scan or
enter a piece code, weigh the corresponding fabric
and enter the result (or skip this step

YARN CONSUMP TION

--by interfacing a “smart scale”, and a complete and
printable label is automatically created by inteos®.

Production | Plant view
--The plant view enables the transparent monitoring
of machines and all required resources.
--The graphic real-time display of the machine
status and the integrated alarm server identify
problems immediately.
--The report generator allows for the simple and
flexible preparation of reports and statistics.
--Master data for machines, personnel and shift
calendar is easy and flexible to manage.
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ME ASURE MENT | LFA
Using specialised measuring rollers, the system
measures the yarn consumption and transmits
the captured data to the NETWORKER software
solution.
The system is thereby enabled to calculate the
exact weight of the produced fabric. The NETWORKER solution warns the user if yarn consumption exceeds the pre-set tolerance range.
Included in the LFA package are measuring rollers
for gauging the yarn consumption of non-elastic
and elastic yarns.
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Machine room

Machine Room
The machine room tab gives a real-time overview
on the status of the production facility. Information shown on this page can be defined by the
user. For instance, the table can show machine
details such as starting time, order name, style
name, machine status, produced number of fabric rolls and several other datapoints. For each
order the system will show the expected time of
completion.

Dashboard
The dashboard provides users with a userfriendly and intuitive graphical overview of the
machinery’s real-time status. Each tile represents
a machine and can be configured according to the
customer needs.

Dashboard
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Event log

Event log
This view shows a chronological list of events for
each machine. Each event that occurs is registered in the database and displayed with date, type
and detailed description. It is also possible to see
at which turn of the fabric roll the event occurred including the corresponding order reference, fabric number, shift and operator.

Check

Check
The “Check” view is accessible via a link in the
“Machine Room” menu. It shows a real-time
comparison between the target data specified for
each item and the actual data received from the
machine.
If the data deviates and / or does not correspond
to the specified tolerance range, this is indicated
by a warning message marked in red. The tolerance range can be defined separately for the yarn
consumption, the speed and the fabric take-off.
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Standard statistics

Statistics
In the statistics view, the user can define a freely
selected period of time by means of a drop-down
menu and choose which data is included in the
report. The report can include
-- all machines
--a single machine
--a machine group
--the machine operator

Downtime statistics
Individual statistics can be generated for different downtime events. The data can be displayed
either as a graph showing the total downtime
duration or per machine including the number of
downtime events and the total machine downtime. Various diagrams help to visualise the data
thereby generated.
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Downtime statistics

Style – order page

Style - main page

Style
Style | Edit
In the first tab of the “Style” view, data such as
“Name” or “Description” is entered. In the second
tab, the articles can be assigned to specific machines that meet the individual requirements of an
order. Up to 6 belts can be accessed and the technical parameters can be defined independently.
The resulting data allows the calculation of the
theoretical fabric weight.

Style list
All styles created in the system are displayed in
the style list. At a glance, the operator can see
style code, style description, which machines are
available for production and whether the style is
currently in production. As long as the style is not
in production, the parameters can be edited, or
the complete style can be changed. Of course, a
search function is included.

Style - mechanical and production
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Standard statistics

Order creation

Orders
Order list
The order page shows a list of all orders in the
system. The individual columns can be sorted
according to a wide variety of criteria. They provide an overview of the current status of the order
(ready, in queue, running, completed) and other
relevant data - e.g. the customer, the weight and
the starting time and calculated end date of the
production order.
For all orders that are in running status, detailed
information can be accessed via the magnifying
glass, e. g. current order progress or estimated
time of completion.
Role details
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Machine registry

Custom stops

Setup
Setup – Machine registry
Here the administrator creates machines that are
integrated into the NETWORKER software solution. The relevant parameters can be selected
and descriptive text added - e.g. "single or double
jersey circular knitting machine", manufacturer,
model or information on needles and cam parts.
The colours of the machines in the machine room
dashboard can also be set here.

Setup – User rights
This menu is used to assign user rights. It is only
accessible to the system administrator. By assigning user rights, the administrator can decide
who is allowed to view, edit, change or delete data
in the various main menus.
Setup – Shift administration
In the shift administration, the work shifts can be
defined independently for each working day. Up
to 4 shifts with different groups are possible. For
each group, an operator can be assigned to the
machines.
Operator assignment
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Operator creation

Operator statistics

Operator Management
Operator management
In operator management, machine operators are
assigned to machines for their respective shift. In
the statistics area, the operator's activities can be
displayed and analysed and evaluated according
to various criteria.
A database lists all created operators and allows
individual entries to be created and changed
for individual operators.

Operator assignment
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Network
Mobile solutions
tablet, handheld, smartphone

Database
Concentrator monitoring

optional with database all-in-one

Network
Production

Clients

Cavo | WiFi

Ethernet

OPC

NETWORKER

NETWORKER

NETWORKER

tLink

DT M

Labeltex Barcode

Yarn

Preparation

Weaving

Knitting
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Finishing | Printing

Scale Label printer

Fabric inspection

Apparel

www.mdesign.cc
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